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1. Fall Enrollment     T. LeGrande   
We think SCH growth may be over 3%; if so, that would be great. We 
have covered our budgeted amount anyway. There will still be some 
fluctuation over the next few weeks. 
 

2. Faculty Evaluation Rubrics    E. Hugetz  
First drafts have come from departments. Provost thinks they should look 
at other departments to get idea of context. Some of it is lists, more than 
actual rubric. Qualitative concepts may need more definition. Also, he 
wants to be sure that evaluations are congruent with Retention and 
Tenure criteria. Provost wants Deans to come up with feedback along with 
him quickly, so faculty can continue discussions. Provost wants to meet 
with each college. Have revised versions done by November 14. 

    
3. New Academic Programs    E. Hugetz  

This is also a college issue – Provost wants colleges to start and/or revise 

their strategic plans based on overall university plan and goals. Their 

plans will focus on academic programs. Don’t need proposals from 

everyone. They have to be based on real proven demand coming from 

target audience of employers. Also have to differentiate from other UH 

System campuses. M. Fields noted that College of Business is willing to 

work with other colleges to develop MBA concentrations related to their 

areas. Provost is very interested in developing “MBA Lite” that works with 

many other subject areas, because there’s huge demand.  Also discussion 

of making more use of BAAS options. 

 

4. SACS Monitoring Report    P. Williams  

Calling for final data pieces from colleges, but most is in. Due September 

5, but have to have time to pack it up and ship it out. Has to be top priority. 



Thanked him for all his work in his 11 years in administration. Now he is 

going back to classroom. 

 

5. Miscellaneous     E. Hugetz  

Freshman convocation went really well; book is especially resonant with 

current news (Ferguson). Beginning of year of Big Read events officially 

on September 1. Hugetz noted that IDEA system of faculty evaluation is 

going into place this Fall. Faculty may not have this as much on their radar 

yet, but they have to participate in setting it up soon in order for system to 

work at all. Discussion of standardizing set-up for adjuncts. Another item – 

question of what Coordinating Board wanted in core courses in relation to 

oral communication. History and political science courses for us are 

capped at 50; couldn’t do oral presentations in traditional way for that size. 

But there are other ways to cover that requirement. Have to do them in 

such a way that it can be handled with large number of students. Dean 

Fields noted that as part of Business Cornerstone, written and oral 

communication is being covered in new career development portion. 

Students have to perfect resumes, also have something called 

Interviewstream, where they have to do multiple practice sessions before 

they can officially interview. 


